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A Platform to share Innovations
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About the conference:
One day National conference on Innovative Practices in Education is expected to provide a platform to the stakeholders of education at various levels across the country to share their researches, experiences and innovative practices. The outcome of the conference will be of immense help in shaping the curriculum and bringing out pedagogical reforms for quality education at all levels.

The conference aims:
- To provide opportunities to school and college teachers to share their innovative practices in the field of education (School and university level).
- To provide a unique opportunity to learn key insights from experts and colleagues from around the country.
- To promote excellence and innovations in current practices of education at all levels.

Sub Themes:
The sub themes for paper presentations and deliberations on innovative practices in:
- Higher Education
- School and Teacher Education
- Professional Education
- Emerging digital technologies
- OER and MOOC
- E-learning and M-learning
- Outcome based learning
- Inclusive Education

About the institution:

Thiruvalluvar Teachers Education College at Kurinjipadi in Cuddalore district was established by Shree Jayagananapathi Education trust in the year 2014. It is recognized by the National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) and affiliated to Tamil Nadu Teacher Education University (TNTEU) TNTEU/No-7/Order-B.Ed(N)2015/1430 DT.17 Aug 2015. Our college offers undergraduate degree in Education (B.Ed).

Call for Papers:
Original papers (preferably research based) are invited from the teachers working in schools and colleges, research scholars and students. The abstract should be approximately 300 words followed with maximum 6 keywords and full length paper about 2500 words.

Font: Times New Roman
Font Size: Heading - 14, Text – 12
Line Spacing: 1.5
Margin: 1” on all four sides

Send Abstract & Full paper to the following email address: tec.conf@gmail.com

Registration Fees:
- Students: Rs 150
- Research Scholars: Rs 250
- Teachers: Rs 350

Registration fee includes lunch and conference kit. In case of joint paper, both participants have to register separately. No TA/DA will be paid to the participants. Selected papers will be published with ISBN.

Last date for paper submission & Registration: 25 Jan 2019

DD & Registration form should be sent to:
The Principal,
Thiruvalluvar Teachers Education College,
Kurinjipadi 607 302

Mode of Payment:
DD / Money transfer / Cash
DD in favour of “Thiruvalluvar Teachers Education College” payable at Cuddalore
Money transfer A/C No 50200022033661
Bank: HDFC
Branch: Cuddalore
IFSC code: HDFC0001060

Contact:
Dr R. Malaroli - +91 9444547393